EU STUDY TOUR & OPTIONAL INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME

c. 8th – 26th May 2023
plus mandatory online preparation 3rd – 5th May

Earn course credit this spring... in Europe!

**Dal application deadline: 9th December 2022**

- **An immersive experience**, learning about the European Union on location
- **An in-depth study of the EU today**: its governance, policies, challenges, setbacks and achievements
- **High-level guest speakers** from a range of EU institutions and offices
- **Optional add-ons**: three-day Model EU Simulation in Ottawa beforehand and/or two-month internship at a European institution afterwards
- **Partial funding for Study Tour** available from the Jean Monnet European Union Centre of Excellence to help eligible students participate
- **Travel and accommodation for Model EU Simulation** provided by EUPOP

*For more information: jmeuce@dal.ca or www.dal.ca/jmeuce*

With the support of the Erasmus+ programme of the European Union